Beijing –Shanghai
5 Nights/6Days
Free Gifts’ package:
1. One bottle of mineral water per person per day for free
2. Mysterious Chinese souvenirs
DAY 01 ARRIVE BEIJING
Fly to China, arrive at Beijing Capital Int’l Airport, airport pick up with our English-speaking airport
representative, only transfer to hotel and take a rest.Proceed to see the Bird’s Nest (Olympic
National Stadium outside) and the Water Cube (Inside). Indian Dinner
DAY 02 BEIJING
Breakfast at hotel,visit to the world famous Tian'anmen Squarethe biggest square in the world that
lies in the center of the city. Then the Forbidden City from which the Emperors of the Ming and Qing
dynasties governed for over 500 years.Pearl shop, and visit the Summer Palace, the largest and best
preserved of all the imperial palace gardens, and boasts such delights as the “Marble Boat” and the
ornately painted” Long Corridor”,Gongfu show in the evening.
Breakfast + Indian Lunch+ Indian Dinner
DAY 03 BEIJING
Breakfast at hotel, Begin today’s full tour with a visit to a Longdi Jade shop where we will learn
about Chinese jade culture. In the afternoon, visit the fabled Great Wall-Juyong Pass, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site and a massive defensive structure built to keep off intrusion andYaxiu market
for shopping.
Breakfast+ Chinese Lunch in Great Wall+ Indian Dinner
DAY 04 BEIJING/SHANGHAI BY TRAIN
Breakfast at hotel, morning transfer to railwaystation to depat to Shanghai. Arrive Shanghai pick up,
then we will visit TV tower outside photo stop, We will explore the Bund in the evening,Cultural
program: Huangpu River Cruise.Indian dinner at local Indian restaurant.
Breakfast + Indian Lunch+ Indian Dinner
DAY 05 SHANGHAI
Breakfast at hotel. Morning visit the Shanghai Museum which is the largest museum of ancient
Chinese art in Shanghai. The museum includes artifacts demonstrating ancient wisdom and
philosophy, the museum is divided into eleven galleries and three exhibition halls. Later visit the
People Square and Nanjing Road for shopping, then go to the silk shop.later visit the lovely old
Yuyuan Garden-outside look nine zigzag bridge with golden fish pond, bridges and pavilions. Then
we step onto Yu Market, Indian dinner at local Indian restaurant.
Breakfast + Indian Lunch+ Indian Dinner
DAY 06 SHANGHAI/INDIA -BY INT’L FLIGHT
Breakfast at hotel, free leisure and check out before 12:00am. Transfer to airport for your return
flight to India.
Breakfast
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Beijing

Days Inn Business Place Yinfeng Hotel or similar(4star)

3

Shanghai

Sky Rainbow Int’l Hotel or similar(4star)
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